PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR 2022


2022. PERMANENT EXHIBITION. Mühlberg Museum 1547. In the summer of 1546, Emperor Charles V
was preparing to go to war against the Protestant princes. What is now known as the Schmalkaldic
War became the first religious conflict on German soil and culminated in the Battle of Mühlberg. It
took place on April 24, 1547 and ended with a complete defeat of the Schmalkaldic army and the
capture of the Saxon elector. At Mühlberg, Charles V. reached the peak of his power. With a
permanent exhibition on the Battle of Mühlberg, the Mühlberg 1547 Museum offers fascinating
insights into the power play in the early 16th century. Mühlberg (Germany).



2022: CYCLE “CONCERTS OF THE EMPEROR”. European and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste
Foundation, in collaboration with National Heritage. Royal Monastery of Yuste. Cuacos de Yuste
(Cáceres, Spain). (Dates to be confirm)



2022. RENAISSANCE CRAFT MARKETS. Approximately every three months and coinciding with
seasonal changes and key dates, Renaissance craft markets will be held. They will be markets set in
the historical period of the emperor, with parallel activities, and will be educational and participative.
Cuacos de Yuste (Cáceres).



2022. GUIDED TOURS OF CUACOS DE YUSTE. Guided tours will be held every month through the
historic-artistic complex of Cuacos de Yuste, explaining the history of the village, through the eyes of
the Emperor, his son, D. Juan de Austria, and Cuacos, as the world cradle of La Vera paprika.

JANUARY



JANUARY 22-16. FITUR. International Tourism Fair in Madrid.

FEBRUARY



FEBRUARY 6-7: XXIV ROUTE OF THE EMPEROR. The region of La Vera recreates every first weekend
in February the last trip that Emperor Charles V made, in 1557, from the castle of the Counts of
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Oropesa, Jarandilla de la Vera, to the Royal Monastery of Yuste. It is declared of Regional Tourist
Interest and in 2016 it launched the European Cultural Itinerary certification. A work team that
includes representatives of the La Vera Intermunicipal Association, of the town councils of the towns
through which the Route passes (Jarandilla de la Vera, Aldeanueva de la Vera and Cuacos de Yuste
and the Emperor's Route Network itself Charles V, works on the preparation of the program of
activities with the collaboration of European and Ibero-American Foundation of Yuste.


FEBRUARY 12. X Emperor Charles V Equestrian Route. Commemorates the last journey of Emperor
Charles V from Jarandilla de la Vera, through Aldeanueva de la Vera and Cuacos de Yuste, to the
Monastery of Yuste.

MARCH



MARCH 3TH – MAY 29. (extendable during the Brussels Renaissance Festival).: Overseas Treasures Dürer and the exotica of Charles V - in collaboration with urban and the Royal Museums of Fine Arts.



MARCH 2022. THEATRALISED GUIDED TOUR "Queen Juana and the Comuneros". Guided tour led by
an official guide of Castilla y León to learn about the details of the "Comunero" uprising against
Carlos I. Throughout the 1.30 hour tour, visitors will be surprised by a historical figure who will tell
them the facts first hand.

ABRIL



APRIL 23-30: Historical Re-Enactment Emperor Charles ride from Mühlberg to Bleesern near
Wittenberg: Brandenburg, Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt Falkenberg, Mühlberg, BleesernStud Farm. In
summer 1546, Emperor Charles V was preparing to go to war against the Protestant princes under
the command of Elector John Frederick I of Saxony and Landgrave Philip I of Hesse. What is today
known as the Schmalkaldic war became the first religious conflict on German soil. Charles, the most
powerful ruler of his time, was accompanied by his brother King Ferdinand I of Bohemia and his
commander-in-chief the Duke of Alba. Despite his Protestant faith, the Saxon Duke Moritz of Wettin
was part of the Catholic league and was hoping to gain the Saxon electorate.
The Catholic forces assembled in Eger in Northern Bohemia and from there marched via Plauen,
Reichenbach, Glauchau, Gnandstein anRochlitz to Jahna in the LommatzscherPflege, a hilly landscape
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on the left bank of the river Elbe, close to the towns of Meissen and Riesa. There the Emperor
learned that the Elector planned to flee to Wittenberg. With a forced march Charles tried to
intercept John Frederick and finally met the Schmalkaldic forces at Mühlberg. The battle took place
on April 24, 1547 and on the Protestant side resembled a wild flight. It ended with a complete defeat
of the Schmalkaldic army and the capture of the Saxon Elector.
At Mühlberg, Charles V reached the apex of his power. The next days he spent close to Mühlberg in a
clergyman’s house in Schirmenitz on the left bank of the river Elbe before moving his army towards
Wittenberg. The defeated Saxon Elector Johann Frederic was part of his cortege. Wittenberg was
both residence of the Ernestine branch of the house Wettin and home to the university where
Martin Luther started the religious conflict which eventually culminated in the battle of Mühlberg.
Charles bivouacked at Bleesern, a Saxon stud farm. There, he offered the Saxon electorate to the
Wettin prince Moritz and visited Luther’s tomb. The political implications of this event are still visible
in the borders between today’s Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia. More importantly, the battle
determined the further course of the Reformation.
In remembrance of the historical events that took place 475 years ago the Friend’s association of
Bleesern Stud Farm together with the district Elbe-Elster and the towns of Mühlberg and Falkenberg
are re-enacting Charles V. ride from Mühlberg to Bleesern and Wittenberg. Over the course of a
week various events will make Charles’ route to Wittenberg more visible and give an tangible insight
of the play of powers in the early 16th century.
The ride starts on April 23rd, the day before the battle, at Falkenberg/Elster with a wreath-laying
ceremony. While the riders in historical garb set out to Mühlberg, the town celebrates historical
events with the firing of salutes, a fairground and an illumination of the municipal park. On April 24 th
the scene moves to Mühlberg, where the day starts with an prayer at the Elbe river and the firing of
salutes. At noon, the riders are welcomed with a parade through Mühlberg. A fairground close to the
Museum Mühlberg 1547 offers amusements, re-enactments, and of course refreshments. Late in the
afternoon the riders set out to the Elbe ferry crossing at Belgern and in the following days will move
via Torgau to Bleesern Stud Farm and Wittenberg.
The ride is the first step towards the development of an European horse riding trail as well as a
cycling and hiking route. The Museum Mühlberg 1547 already is a member of the European Routes
of Charles V as well as the European Routes of the Reformation. The project is funded by the Federal
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, programme LandKULTUR and receives support from the Counties
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Elbe-Elster (Brandenburg), North Saxony (Saxony) and Wittenberg (Saxony-Anhalt) as well as the
towns of Mühlberg/Elbe, Falkenberg/Elster, Torgau, Bad Schmiedeberg, Wittenberg. For further
information please visit www.kulturreise-ee.de.


APRIL 25: III AWARD MALARIA INTERPRETATION CENTER. On the occasion of the celebration of world
malaria day, we want to give visibility to the current fight against the disease and emphasize the
importance of global health and international cooperation. Reward and value the work of NGOs,
foundations, organizations, health institutes, researchers and ultimately all those who contribute to
improving the current situation of malaria. Malaria Interpretation Center. Losar de la Vera (Spain)

MAY



MAY 9: XV EDITION OF THE EUROPEAN PRIZE CHARLES V. Monastery of Yuste. (Cuacos de Yuste,
Spain). European and Ibero-American Academy of Yuste Foundation.



MAY 14: Renaissance Week, Historical recreation. Historical courthouse "Tiberio Lisolis e la
Municipalitá". Historical Conferences. San Severo (Italy).

JUNE



JUNE 18TH – JULY 10TH. Brussels Renaissance festival. Digital tour on the topic of the Renaissance.
Brussels



JUNE 19TH. Family Day. Special day on the topic of the Renaissance in collaboration with Visit
Brussels and the Brussels Ommegang. Coudenberg Palace (Brussels)



JUNE: PISTONIERI OF SANTA MARIA DEL ROVO. Cava of ‘Tirreni (Salerno, Tirreni,Italy). Renaissance
week with Historical re-enactments.

JULY



JUNE 29 – JULY 1. OMMEGANG. It is recognized as UNESCO Intangible Heritage. as a UNESCO
Intangible Heritage. The 90th edition of this historic show will take place on 29 June and 1 July at the
Grand-Place. The parade and show are part of the folklore of Brussels, with 1,400 actors, folk and
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historic groups, horses, puppet theatre, giants, flags... It honors the coming of Charles the Fifth to
Brussels in 1549. Ommegang Association. Brussels


1, 2 y 3 JULIO. "MOJADOS, CORAZON DE UN IMPERIO". RENAISSANCE MARKET of Artesano,
performance of the play "MOJADOS, HEART OF AN EMPIRE" by the group "La Tramoya", written and
directed by Javier Esteban. Mojados (Valladolid-Spain).



JULIO. Fair and procession of the "Stroppendragers" in Ghent (Belgium).

AUGUST



AUGUST 15-21: X Renaissance Week Imperiales y Communeros Fair. Historical and Commercial
Center. Medina del Campo (Valladolid, Spain)



AUGUST 20: First Landing of Charles V (Tazones). The traditional Asturian fishing port of Tazones was
the scene, in 1517, of the arrival of Emperor Charles V to take possession of the Spanish crown.
Today this event is commemorated every year with a historical re-enactment of the landing, as well
as the organization of different activities around the daily life of this fishing village in the 16th
century, which include the making and samples of fishing gear, the dyeing of candles, the weaving of
nets, the auction of fish or the roast of spider crabs and sardines. Tazones (Asturias).



AUGUST 21: First Landing of Charles V (Villaviciosa). The following day the acts continue in the town
of Villaviciosa, with the monarch and his entourage strolling through the streets of the capital's
historic center. Villaviciosa (Spain)

SEPTEMBER



11 SEPTIEMBRE: GUIDED TOUR. MUSEUM MÜHLBERG. Who gave in April 1547 the crucial
advantage to the catholic league under Emperor Charles V. and in consequence helped the Emperor
to win the battle of Mühlberg? It was Bathel Strauchmann, a young crofter from Mühlberg, who was
later blamend a traitor for his actions. What does he have to tell of the days of the battle, of dramatic
scenes or legend connected to the Elector Johann Friedrich of Saxony, Emperor Charles V, Landgrave
Philipp of Hesse, or Duke Moritz of Saxony? Bartholomäus Strauchmann will give his view on the
battle days during a guided tour in the Museum Mühlberg 1547, dressed in his typical garb and after
a traditional greeting. During the tour guests are invited to taste the “Strauchelwasser”, a liquor
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named after the guide, and have the opportunity to visit the remains of one of the oldest distilleries
in today’s Brandenburg.


SEPTIEMBRE 22-25. THE HISTORICAL RECREATION "THE LAST LANDING OF CHARLES V"
Commemorates the arrival of Emperor Charles V on September 28, 1556 to start the journey on foot
on October 5 until his retirement in the monastery of Yuste, after his abdication. During those days a
good number of acts and performances are organized, among which are the Period Tournaments,
the Parades, and, above all, the Staging of the arrival of both Emperor Charles V on Friday, and his
sisters on Saturday. Acts all of them that have their epicenter in an imposing Palenque arranged on
Salvé beach, with stands with capacity for almost 5000 spectators. Laredo. (Cantabria, Spain).

OCTOBER



OCTOBER. Dramatized Guided Tour "Queen Juana and the Comuneros". Guided tour led by an
official guide of Castilla y León to learn about the details of the "Comunero" uprising against Carlos I.
Throughout the 1.30 hour tour, visitors will be surprised by a historical figure who will tell them the
facts first hand.



OCTUBRE. Dramatized Guided Tour: Mrs. Bárbara Blomberg. Dramatised route through the mansions
and places where Doña. Barbara de Blomberg. Colindres. (Cantabria-Spain).



OCTOBER 15-16: The Route of the Emperor Charles V in Medina de Pomar (Burgos, Spain)



OCTOBER 22-23: Charles V “One Night in Valdestillas”. Historical Recreation of the Arrival of Charles
V to Valdestillas, within the itinerary that the emperor made in 1556 towards his retirement to Yuste.



OCTOBER 26-28: Euro-Ibero-American Cultural Cooperation Conference: Sustainability, cohesion and
social inclusion in the territories through cultural routes and itineraries". European and IberoAmerican Academy of Yuste Foundation in collaboration with the Routes of Charles V and the OEI.
Guadalupe, Extremadura.

NOVEMBER:



NOVEMBER 5: Historical Recreation of the Arrival of Charles V to Medina del Campo. Medina del
Campo (Valladolid, Spain)



NOVEMBER 12. Recreation of the Arrival of Charles V To Jarandilla De La Vera. (Cáceres, Spain).
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NOVEMBER 12-13: Historical Recreation of the Arrival of Charles V to Tornavacas. Carolus Imperator
Market Ephemerid of the Emperor's Passage through Tornavacas. Animation, craft and food stalls
and popular roast of calbotes, imperial setting with parade and royal tour through the streets of the
town. Theater around Charles V.



25 NOVEMBER: GUIDED TOUR. MUSEUM MÜHLBERG. Who gave in April 1547 the crucial advantage
to the catholic league under Emperor Charles V. and in consequence helped the Emperor to win the
battle of Mühlberg? It was Bathel Strauchmann, a young crofter from Mühlberg, who was later
blamend a traitor for his actions. What does he have to tell of the days of the battle, of dramatic
scenes or legend connected to the Elector Johann Friedrich of Saxony, Emperor Charles V, Landgrave
Philipp of Hesse, or Duke Moritz of Saxony? Bartholomäus Strauchmann will give his view on the
battle days during a guided tour in the Museum Mühlberg 1547, dressed in his typical garb and after
a traditional greeting. During the tour guests are invited to taste the “Strauchelwasser”, a liquor
named after the guide, and have the opportunity to visit the remains of one of the oldest distilleries
in today’s Brandenburg.
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PROPOSAL OF ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED BY THE COOPERATION NETWORK


JANUARY 10-14: Training for trainers about “Citizens Involvement” of the WalkEUR Project.
Jarandilla de la Vera (Cáceres).



JANUARY 31 – FEBRUARY 6: Formative Activity ERASMUS+ project. “Circular Cultural Tourism”.
Losar de la Vera (Cáceres)



FEBRUARY 21-26. Training for trainers about “Marketing and Story Telling” of the WalkEUR Project.
Jarandilla de la Vera (Cáceres).



MAY 2022: Training Academy of the Cultural Routes of Council of Europe Institute. Fontainebleau,
France.



MAY 23-27. Training of the FAB Routes project. Rimini (Italy)



2022. Actions and Activities related ERASMUS+ project - FAB Routes.



2022. Actions and Activities related Creative Europe Project - WalkEUR.



2022. Advisory Forum of the Institute of Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe.



2022. Edition and Publication of a Book about the Life of Carlos V, by the writer and journalist Víctor
Fernandez Correas.



2022. V International Forum Network of Charles V.
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